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ABSTRACT
Increasingly larger number of software systems today are including
data science components for descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive
analytics. The collection of data science stages from acquisition, to
cleaning/curation, to modeling, and so on are referred to as data
science pipelines. To facilitate research and practice on data science
pipelines, it is essential to understand their nature. What are the
typical stages of a data science pipeline? How are they connected?
Do the pipelines differ in the theoretical representations and that in
the practice? Today we do not fully understand these architectural
characteristics of data science pipelines. In this work, we present a
three-pronged comprehensive study to answer this for the state-
of-the-art, data science in-the-small, and data science in-the-large.
Our study analyzes three datasets: a collection of 71 proposals for
data science pipelines and related concepts in theory, a collection
of over 105 implementations of curated data science pipelines from
Kaggle competitions to understand data science in-the-small, and
a collection of 21 mature data science projects from GitHub to
understand data science in-the-large. Our study has led to three
representations of data science pipelines that capture the essence
of our subjects in theory, in-the-small, and in-the-large.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software creation andman-
agement; • Computing methodologies→Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data science processes, also called data science stages as in stages of
a pipeline, for descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics are
becoming integral components of many software systems today.
The data science stages are organized into a data science pipeline,
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where data might flow from one stage in the pipeline to the next.
These data science stages generally perform different tasks such
as data acquisition, data preparation, storage, feature engineering,
modeling, training, evaluation of themachine learningmodel, etc. In
order to design and build software systems with data science stages
effectively, we must understand the structure of the data science
pipelines. Previous work [20, 67] has shown that understanding
the structure and patterns used in existing systems and literature
can help build better systems. In this work, we have taken the
first step to understand the structure and patterns of DS pipelines.
Fortunately, we have a number of instances in both the state-of-
the-art and practice to draw observations. In the literature, there
have been a number of proposals to organize data science pipelines.
We call such proposals DS pipelines in theory. Another source of
information is Kaggle, a widely known platform for data scientists
to host and participate in data science competitions, share datasets,
machine learning models, and code. Kaggle contains a large number
of data science pipelines, but these pipelines are typically developed
by a single data scientist as small standalone programs. We call
such instances DS Pipelines in-the-small. The third source of DS
pipelines are mature data science projects on GitHub developed by
teams, suitable for use by others. We call such instancesDS Pipelines
in-the-large.

This work presents a study of DS pipelines in theory, in-the-
small, and in-the-large. We studied 71 different proposals for DS
pipelines and related concepts from the literature. We also studied
105 instances of DS pipelines from Kaggle. Finally, we studied 21
matured open-source data science projects from GitHub. For both
Kaggle and GitHub, we selected projects that make use of Python to
ease comparative analysis. In each setting, we answer the following
overarching questions.

(1) Representative pipeline: What are the stages in DS pipeline
and how frequently they appear?

(2) Organization: How are the pipeline stages organized?
(3) Characteristics: What are the characteristics of the pipelines

in a setting and how does that compare with the others?

This work attempts to inform the terminology and practice for
designing DS pipeline. We found that DS pipelines differ signifi-
cantly in terms of detailed structures and patterns among theory,
in-the-small, and in-the-large. Specifically, a number of stages are
absent in-the-small, and the DS pipelines have a more linear struc-
ture with an emphasis on data exploration. Out of the 11 stages
seen in theory, only six stages are present in pipeline in-the-small,
namely data collection, data preparation, modeling, training, eval-
uation, and prediction. In addition, pipelines in-the-small do not
have clear separation between stages which makes the mainte-
nance harder. On the other hand, the DS pipelines in-the-large
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have a more complex structure with feedback loops compared to
the theoretical representations. Data preprocessing, training, and
modeling stages are prevalent in the filenames and modules of
the large projects, whereas other stages are occurring without ex-
plicitly mentioning them in the software architecture. Moreover,
we identified different pipeline patterns followed in specific phase
(development/post-development) of the large DS projects.

We contributed three representations of DS pipelines that cap-
ture the essence of our subjects in theory, in-the-small, and in-the-
large that would facilitate building new DS systems. We anticipate
our results to inform design decisions made by the data pipeline
architects, practitioners, and software engineering teams. Our re-
sults will also help the DS researchers and developers to identify
whether the pipeline is missing any important stage or feedback
loops (e.g., storage and evaluation are missed in many pipelines).

The rest of this article is organized as follows: in section §2, we
describe our study of DS pipelines in theory. Section §3 describes
our study of DS pipelines in-the-small. Section §4 describes our
study of DS pipelines in-the-large. In Section §5, we describe the
threats to the validity, section §6 describes related work, and section
§7 concludes.

2 DS PIPELINE IN THEORY
Data Science. Data Science (DS) is a broad area that brings together
computational understanding, inferential thinking, and the knowl-
edge of the application area. Wing [77] argues that DS studies how
to extract value out of data. However, the value of data and extrac-
tion process depends on the application and context. DS includes a
broad set of traditional disciplines such as data management, data
infrastructure building, data-intensive algorithm development, AI
(machine learning and deep learning), etc., and covers both the
fundamental and practical perspectives from computer science,
mathematics, statistics, and domain-specific knowledge [9, 70]. DS
also incorporates the business, organization, policy and privacy
issues of data and data-related processes. Any DS project involves
three main stages: data collection and preparation, analysis and
modeling, and finally deployment [76]. DS is also more than statis-
tics or data mining since it incorporates understanding of data and
its pattern, developing important questions and answering them,
and communicating results [70].

Data Science Pipeline. The term pipeline was introduced by
Garlanwith box-and-line diagrams and explanatory prose that assist
software developers to design and describe complex systems so that
the software becomes intelligible [23]. Shaw and Garlan have pro-
vided the pipes-and-filter design pattern that involves stages with
processing units (filters) and ordered connections (pipes) [67]. They
also argued that pipeline gives proper semantics and vocabulary
which helps to describe the concerns, constraints, relationship be-
tween the sub-systems, and overall computational paradigm [23, 67].
By data science pipeline (DS pipeline), we are referring to a series of
processing stages that interact with data, usually acquisition, man-
agement, analysis, and reasoning [46, 47]. The sequential DS stages
from acquisition, to cleaning/curation, to modeling, and so on are
referred to as data science pipeline. A DS pipeline may consist of sev-
eral stages and connections between them. The stages are defined
to perform particular tasks and connected to other stage(s) with

input-output relations [4]. However, the definitions of the stages
are not consistent across studies in the literature. The terminology
vary depending on the application context and focus.

Different study in the literature presented DS pipeline based
on their context and desiderata. No study has been conducted to
unify the notions DS pipeline and collect the concepts [65]. While
designing a new DS pipeline [78], dividing roles in DS teams [39],
defining software process in data-intensive setting [75], identifying
best practices in AI and modularizing DS components [4], it is
important to understand the current state of the DS pipeline, its
variations and different stages. To understand the DS pipelines
and compare them, we collected the available pipelines from the
literature and conducted an empirical study to unify the stages with
their subtasks. Then we created a representative DS pipeline with
the definitions of the stages. Next, we present the methodology and
results of our analysis of DS pipelines in theory.

2.1 Methodology
2.1.1 Collecting Data Science Pipelines. We searched for the stud-
ies published in the literature and popular press that describes DS
pipelines. We considered the studies that described both end-to-end
DS pipeline or a partial DS pipeline specific to a context. First, we
searched for peer-reviewed papers published in the last decade i.e.,
from 2010 to 2020. We searched the terms “data science pipeline”,
“machine learning pipeline”, “big data lifecycle”, “deep learning work-
flow”, and the permutation of these keywords in IEEE Xplore, ACM
Digital Library and Google Scholar. From a large pool, we selected
1,566 papers that fall broadly in the area of computer science, soft-
ware engineering and data science. Then we analyzed each article
in this pool to select the ones that propose or describe a DS pipeline.
We found many papers in this collection use the terms (e.g., ma-
chine learning lifecycle, etc.), but do not contain a DS pipeline.
We selected the ones that contain DS pipeline and extracted the
pipelines (screenshot/description) as evidence from the article. The
extracted raw pipelines are available in the artifact accompanied by
this paper [5]. Thus, we found 46 DS pipelines that were published
in the last decade.

Besides peer-reviewed papers, by searching the keywords on
web, we collected the DS pipelines from US patent, industry blogs
(e.g., Microsoft, GoogleCloud, IBM blogs), and popular press pub-
lished between 2010 and 2020. After manual inspection, we found
25 DS pipelines from this grey literature. Thus, we collected 71
subjects (46 from peer reviewed articles and 25 from grey litera-
ture) that contain DS pipeline. We used an open-coding method to
analyze these DS pipelines in theory [5] .

2.1.2 Labeling Data Science Pipelines. In the collected references,
DS pipeline is defined with a set of stages (data acquisition, data
preparation, modeling, etc.) and connections among them. Each
stage in the pipeline is defined for performing a specific task and
connected to other stages. However, not all the studies depict DS
pipelines with the same set of stages and connections. The studies
use different terminologies for defining the stages depending on the
context. To be able to compare the pipelines, we had to understand
the definitions and transform them into a canonical form. For a
given DS pipeline, identifying their stages and mapping them to a
canonical form is often challenging. The sub-tasks, overall goal of
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Figure 1: Labeling method for DS pipelines in theory

the project, utilities affect the understanding of the pipeline stages.
To counter these challenges, we used an open-coding method to
label the stages of the pipelines.

Two authors labeled the collected DS pipelines into different
criteria. Each author read the article, understood the pipeline, iden-
tified the stages, and labeled them. In each iteration, the raters
labeled 10% of the subjects (7-8 pipelines). The first 8 subjects were
used for training and forming the initial labels. After each iteration,
we calculated the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [73], identified the mis-
matches, and resolved them in the presence of a moderator, who
is another author. Thus, we found the representative DS pipeline
after rigorous discussions among the raters and the moderator. The
methodology of this open-coding procedure is shown in Figure 1.
The entire labeling process was divided into two phases: 1) training,
and 2) independent labeling.

Training: The two raters were trained on the goal of this project
and their roles. We randomly selected eight subjects for training.
First, the raters and the moderator had discussions on three sub-
jects and identified the stages in their DS pipeline. Thus, we formed
the commonly occurred stages and their definitions, which were
updated through the entire labeling and reconciliation process later.
After the initial discussion and training, the raters were given the
already created definitions of the stages and one pipeline from the
remaining five for training. The raters labeled this pipeline indepen-
dently. After labeling the pipeline, we calculated the agreement and
conducted a discussion session among the raters and the moderator.
In this session, we reconciled the disagreements and updated the
labels with the definitions. We continued the training session until
we got perfect agreement independently. The inter-rater agreement
was calculated using Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [73]. A higher ^ ([0,
1]) indicates a better agreement. The interpretation of of ^ is shown
in Figure 2a. In the discussion meetings, the raters discussed each
label (both agreed and disagreed ones) with the other rater and
moderator, argued for the disagreed ones and reconciled them. In
this way, we came up with most of the stages and a representative
terminology for each stage including the sub-tasks.

Independent labeling: After completing the training session,
the rest of the subjects were labeled independently by the raters.
The raters labeled the remaining 63 labels: 7 subjects (10%) in each
of the 9 iterations. The distribution of ^ after each independent
labeling iteration is shown in Figure 2b. In each iteration, first, the

Range (^) Agreement level
0.00 - 0.20 Slight agreement
0.21 - 0.40 Fair agreement
0.41 - 0.60 Moderate agreement
0.61 - 0.80 Substantial agreement
0.81 - 1.00 Perfect agreement

(a) Interpretation of Kappa (^)

Iteration # ^ Iteration # ^

1 0.67 6 0.91
2 0.74 7 0.87
3 0.82 8 0.90
4 0.84 9 0.94
5 0.84 10 0.91

(b) Agreement in different stages
Figure 2: Labeling agreement calculation

raters had the labeling session, and then the raters and moderator
had the reconciliation session.

Labeling. The raters labeled separately so that their labels were
private, and they did not discuss while labeling. The raters identi-
fied the stages and connections between them, and finally labeled
whether the DS pipeline involves processes related to cyber, physi-
cal or human component in it. In independent labeling, we found
almost perfect agreement (^ = 0.83) on average. Even after high
agreement, there were very few disagreements in the labels, which
were reconciled after each iteration.

Reconciling. Reconciliation happened for each label for the sub-
ject studies in the training session, and the disagreed labels for the
studies in independent labeling session. In training session, the rec-
onciliation was done in discussion meetings among the raters and
the moderator, whereas for the independent labels, reconciliation
was done by the moderator after separate meetings with the two
raters. For reconciliation, the raters described their arguments for
the mislabeled stages. For a few cases, we had a straightforward
solution to go for one label and abort the other. For others, both the
raters had good arguments for their labels, and we had to decide on
that label by updating the stages in the definition of the pipeline.
All the labeled pipelines from the subjects are shared in our paper
artifact [5].

Furthermore, after finishing labeling the pipelines stages, we
also classified the subject references into four classes based on the
overall purpose of the article. First, after a few discussions, the
raters and moderator came up with the classes. Then, the raters
classified each pipeline into one class. We found disagreements in 6
out of 71 references, which the moderator reconciled with separate
meetings with the two raters. Based on our labeling, the literature
that we collected are divided into four classes: describe or propose
DS pipeline, survey or review, DS optimization, and introduce new
method or application. Next, we are going to discuss the result of
analyzing the DS pipelines in theory.

2.2 Representative Pipeline in Theory
The labeled pipelines1 with their stages are visually illustrated in
the artifact [5].

RQ1a:What is a representative definition of theDSpipeline
in theory? From the empirical study, we created a representative
rendition of DS pipeline with 3 layers, 11 stages and possible con-
nections between stages as shown in Figure 3. Each shaded box
represents a DS stage that performs certain sub-tasks (listed under
the box). In the preprocessing layer, the stages are data acquisition,
preparation, and storage. The algorithmic steps and data processing
are done in the model building layer. Post-processing layer includes
the tasks that take place after the results have been generated. The
DS pipeline stages are described in Figure 4.
1https://github.com/anonymous-authorss/DS-Pipeline/blob/main/pipelines.pdf
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Figure 3: Concepts in a data science pipeline. The sub-tasks of the stages are listed below each stage. The stages are connected
with feedback loops denotedwith arrows. Solid arrows are always present in the lifecycle, while the dashed arrows are optional.

Stages of Data Science Pipeline
Data Acquisition (ACQ): In the beginning of DS pipeline, data are collected
from appropriate sources. Data can be acquired manually or automatically. Data
acquisition also involves understanding the nature of the data, collecting relevant
data, and integrating available datasets.
Data Preparation (PRP): Data are generally acquired in a raw format that needs
certain preprocessing steps. This involves exploration and filtering, which helps
identify the correct data for further processing. Well prepared data reduces the
time required for data analysis and contributes to the success of the DS pipeline.
Storage (STR): It is important to find an appropriate hardware-software combina-
tion to preserve data so that it can be processed efficiently. For example, Miao et al.
used graph database system Neo4j [44] to build a collaborative analysis pipeline
[42], since Neo4J supports querying graph data properties.
Feature Engineering (FTR): The entire dataset might not contribute equally to
decision making. In this stage, appropriate features that are useful to build the
model are identified or constructed. Features that are not readily available in the
dataset, require engineering to create them from raw data.
Modeling (MDL):When data are preprocessed and features are at hand, a model is
built to analyze the data. Model building includes model planning, model selection,
mining and deriving important properties of data. Appropriate data processing
strategies and algorithms are selected to create a good model.
Training (TRN): For a specific model, we need to train the model with available
labeled data. By each training iteration, we optimize the model and try to make it
better. The quality of the training dataset contributes to the training accuracy of
the model.
Evaluation (EVL): After training the model, it is tested with a new dataset which
has not been used as training data. Also, the model can be evaluated in real-life
scenarios and compared with other competing models. Existing metrics are used
or new metrics are created to evaluate the model.
Prediction (PRD): The success of the model depends on how good a model can
predict in an unknown setup. After a satisfactory evaluation, we employ the model
to solve the problem and see how it works. There are many prediction metrics such
as classification accuracy, log-loss, F1-score, to measure the success of the model.
Interpretation (INT): The prediction result might not be enough to make a deci-
sion. We often need a transformation of the prediction result and post-processing
to translate predictions into knowledge. For example, only numerical results do
not help much but a good visualization can help to make a decision.
Communication (CMN): Different components of the DS system might reside
in a distributed environment. So, we might need to communicate with the in-
volved parties (e.g., devices, persons, systems) to share and accumulate information.
Communication might take place in different geographical locations or the same.
Deployment (DPL): The built DS solution is installed in its problem domain to
serve the application. Over time, the performance of the model is monitored so that
the model can be improved to handle new situations. Deployment also includes
model maintenance and sending feedback to the model building layer.

Figure 4: Description of the stages in DS pipeline

RQ1b: What are the frequent and rare stages of the DS
pipeline in theory? Among 46 DS pipelines (which are not team
processes), Figure 5 shows the number of times each stage appears.
Modeling, data preparation, and feature engineering appear most
frequently. While modeling is present in 93% of the pipelines, other
model related stages (feature engineering, training, evaluation, pre-
diction) are not used consistently in the literature. Often training is
not considered as a separate stage and included inside the model-
ing stage. Similarly, we found that evaluation, prediction are often
not depicted as separate stages. However, separating the stages

Figure 5: Frequency of pipeline stages in theory

and modularizing the tasks, the DS process can be maintained bet-
ter [4, 65]. The pipeline created with the most number of stages (11)
is provided by Ashmore et al. [7]. On the other hand, about 15% of
the pipelines from the literature are created with a minimal number
(3) of stages. Among them, 80% are ML processes and falls in the cat-
egory of DS optimizations. We found that these pipelines are very
specific to a particular application, which include context-specific
stages like data sampling, querying, visualization, etc., but do not
cover most of the representative stages. Although each discussion
of a DS pipeline in theory may not require all representative stages,
comparative analysis could be facilitated by the use of a common
architecture and terminology.

Finding 1: Post-processing layers are included infrequently (52%)
compared to pre-processing (96%) and modeling (96%) layers.

Clearly, preprocessing and model building layers are considered
in almost all of the studies. In most of the cases, the pipelines do
not consider the post-processing activities (interpretation, commu-
nication, deployment). These pipelines often end with the predictive
process and thus do not follow up with the later stages which en-
tails how the result is interpreted, communicated and deployed to
the external environment. Previous studies showed that significant
amount of cost and effort is spent in the post-development phases
in traditional software lifecycle [41, 55]. In data-intensive software,
the maintenance cost can go even higher with the high-interest
technical debt in the pipeline [64]. Therefore, post-processing stages
should be incorporated for a better understanding of the impact of
the proposed approach on maintenance of the DS pipeline.

2.3 Organization of Pipeline Stages in Theory
RQ2: How are pipeline stages connected to each other? In Fig-
ure 3, for simplicity, we depicted the DS pipeline as a mostly linear
chain. However, our subject DS pipelines often have non-linear
behavior. In any stage, the system might have to return to the pre-
vious stage for refinement and upgrade, e.g., if a system faces a
real-world challenge in modeling, it has to update the algorithm
which might affect the data pre-processing and feature engineering
as well. Furthermore, the stages do not have strict boundaries in
the DS lifecycle. In Figure 3, two backward arrows, from feature
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engineering and evaluation, indicate feedback to any of the previ-
ous stages. Although in traditional software engineering processes
(e.g., waterfall model, agile development, etc.), feedback loop is not
uncommon, in DS lifecycle, there are multiple stakeholders and
models in a distributed environment which makes the feedback
loops more frequent and complex. Sculley et al. pointed that DS
tasks such as sampling, learning, hyperparameter choice, etc. are
entangled together so that changing anything changes everything
(CACE principle) [65], which in turn creates implicit feedback loops
that are not depicted in the pipelines [13, 21, 56, 72]. The feedback
loops inside any specific layer are more frequent than the feedback
loops from one layer to another. Also, a feedback loop to a distant
previous stage is expensive. For example, if we do data preparation
after evaluation then the intermediate stages also require updates.

2.4 Characteristics of the Pipelines in Theory
RQ3: What are the different types of pipelines available in
theory? We classified each subject in our study into four classes
based on the overall goal of the article. The most of the pipelines
in theory (39%) are describing or proposing new pipelines to solve
a new or existing problem. About 31% of the pipelines are on re-
viewing or comparing the existing pipelines. The third group of
DS pipelines (14%) are intended to optimize a certain part of the
pipeline. For example, Van Der Weide et al. proposes a pipeline
for managing multiple versions of pipelines and optimize perfor-
mance [72]. Most of the pipelines in this category are application
specific and include very few stages necessary for the optimization.
We observed that there is no standard methodology or framework
to develop pipelines which might facilitate developing comparable
and inter-operable DS pipelines. Using the labeling methodology
shown in Figure 1, we labeled each pipeline and found three types
of DS pipelines in the literature: 1) ML process, 2) big data manage-
ment process, and 3) team process.

ML process: 46% of all the pipelines we found in the literature
are describing machine learning processes. The recent advent of
artificial intelligence, supervised learning and deep learning has
led to more DS systems that involve ML components. The pipelines
in this category emphasize the algorithmic process, learn patterns,
and build model to make prediction. However, the post-processing
stages are rare in these type of pipelines. The ML pipelines are often
thought of as an algorithmic process in the laboratory scenario.
But as mentioned in [7], incorporating the post-processing stages
would be desired to ensure safe real-world deployment of such
pipelines.

Big data management: The references in this category present
DS pipelines that manage a large amount of data or describes a
framework (software-hardware infrastructure) for data processing
but do not contain machine learning components in the pipeline.
Processing large amount data often requires specific algorithms
and engineering methods for efficiency and further processing. We
found that 18% of all the subject studies fall in this category.

Team process: We also found some DS pipelines that are not
describing DS software architecture. These pipelines describe work-
flow of human activities that needs to be followed in a DS pipeline.
These studies present a high-level view for building DS component
in a team environment. The data science teams require specific

expertise and management to build successful DS pipelines [4, 39].
In this paper, in §3 and §4, we are only focusing on DS pipeline as
software architecture, and therefore, we did not compare the team
process pipelines in the rest of this section.

Finding 2: Most of the pipelines involve cyber and physical com-
ponents, only a few with human processes in the loop.

We identified whether the pipelines involve cyber, physical or
human process, using our labeling process described in section
§2.1.2. Cyber processes refer to activities that involve automated
systems and machinery computations. Since modern DS systems in-
volves large amount of data and requires extensive computation, all
of the pipelines include cyber component in it. Physical processes
include the activities which require real-world connections with the
system. For example, collecting data using mobile sensors or cam-
eras is a physical process. Although 23% of the big data pipelines
include physical processes, only 9% of the ML pipelines include
that in the pipeline. In many DS systems, developers or researchers
participate in the pipelines actively to make decisions that need
human interventions [70, 72]. For example, in many DS systems,
analytical model validation, troubleshooting, data interpretation is
necessary which requires human involvement. However, only 13%
of the pipelines acknowledged human involvement in the pipeline.

3 DS PIPELINE IN-THE-SMALL
Similar to the DS pipelines in large systems and frameworks, for
a very specific data science task (e.g., object recognition, weather
forecasting, etc.), programmers build pipeline. Different stages of
the program perform a specific sub-task and connect with the other
stages using data-flow or control-flow relations. In this section, we
described such DS pipelines in-the-small. This analysis helped to
understand the DS pipeline in practice.

3.1 Methodology
We collected 105 DS programs from Kaggle competition notebooks
[32]. Kaggle is one of the most popular crowd-sourced platforms
for DS competitions owned by Google. Besides participating in
competitions, data scientists, researchers, developers collaborate to
learn and share DS knowledge in variety of domains. The users and
organizations can host a DS competition in Kaggle to solve real-
world problems. A competition is accompanied by a dataset and
prize money. Many Kaggle solutions have resulted in impactful DS
algorithms and research such as neural networks used by Hinton
and Dahl [15], improving the search for the Higgs Boson at CERN
[30], etc. We chosen Kaggle solutions to analyze DS pipeline for
three reasons: 1) all programs perform a complete DS task and pro-
vide solution to a well specified problem associated with a dataset,
2) the solutions with the highest number of votes are the most
accepted solutions for a specific problem, and 3) the problems cover
a wide range of domains.

There are 331 completed competitions in Kaggle to date. They
categorized the competitions into Featured, Research, Recruitment,
Masters, Analytics, Playground and Getting started. We collected
solutions of all the competitions from each category except Getting
started and Playground (these two categories are intended to serve
as DS tutorials and toy projects). First, we filtered the competitions
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for which there are solutions available (many old competitions do
not contain any public solution). We found 138 such competitions.
For a given competition problem, we selected the most voted so-
lution which has at least 10 votes. Thus, we got 105 top-rated DS
solutions for analyzing pipelines in-the-small. This selection and
pipeline creation process is shown in Figure 6.

All of the DS programs are written in Python using ML libraries
like Tensorflow, Keras, Scikit-learn, etc. These packages provide
high-level Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for perform-
ing a specific task on data or model. We parsed the programs into
abstract syntax tree (AST) and collected all the API calls from the
programs. The functionality of an API can characterize the stage of
the pipelines the program is performing. We created a dictionary
by mapping each API collected from the programs, to one of the
11 stages of the DS pipeline described in section §2. During the
mapping, we excluded the generic APIs from the dictionary. For
example, model.summary() is used to print the model parameters
and does not represent any stage of the pipeline. For creating the
dictionary, we taken a two-fold approach. First, we understand
the context of the program and API usage. Second, we look at the
API documentation to confirm the corresponding pipeline stage.
This process was manually verified by two raters who labeled DS
pipelines in section §2. Then, we built a tool which takes the API dic-
tionary and DS program, and automatically creates the DS pipeline.
For a sequence of APIs with the same stage, we abstracted them
into a single stage. As an example, Figure 6 shows a DS pipeline
created from a Kaggle solution [31]. Each stage in the pipeline (e.g.,
ACQ, PRP) represents one or more API usages. The arrows in the
pipeline denote the temporal sequence of stages. Note that, one
stage can appear multiple times in a pipeline. The API dictionary,
Kaggle programs, and tool to generate the pipelines is shared in
the paper artifact [5].

3.2 Representative Pipeline in-the-Small
RQ4:What are the stages ofDS pipeline in-the-small?Among
the 11 pipeline stages described in Figure 3, we found only 6 stages
in the DS programs that are depicted in Figure 7. Other stages (e.g.,
storage, feature engineering, interpretation, communication, deploy-
ment) are not found in these programs because these stages occur
while building a production-scale large DS system and often not
present in the DS notebooks. Therefore, the pipeline in DS programs
consists of the subset of pipeline stages in theory.

We summarized the frequency of each stage of the DS programs
in Figure 8. Among 105 programs, data acquisition and data prepa-
ration are present in almost all of them. Surprisingly, modeling is
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Data 
Preparation Modeling Training Evaluation Prediction

Figure 7: Pipeline in-the-small extracted from API usages.
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Figure 8: Frequency of pipeline stages in DS programs

present in only 70% of the programs. We found that, in many pro-
grams, no modeling APIs had been used because developers did not
use any built-in ML algorithm from libraries, e.g., LogisticRegres-
sion, LSTM, etc. In these cases, the developers use data-processing
APIs on the training data to build custom model, e.g., this note-
book [33] uses data preparation APIs to produce results. To enable
more abstraction of the stages in these pipelines, further modular-
ization is necessary, which has been investigated in RQ8.

Finding 3: Evaluation occurs only in 36% of the programs

Evaluation is a tricky stage of the DS pipeline. Developers have
to choose the appropriate evaluation metric and methodology to
evaluate their model. Based on the evaluation result, the model
is updated over multiple iterations. We found that, besides using
metrics, in many cases, evaluation requires human understanding
and comparison of the result produced by the model. The reason
for having less number of evaluation stage in the pipeline is that
often the developers evaluate the performance by plotting and vi-
sualizing the result. Since the visualization APIs are not considered
as evaluation stage, we found this stage less frequently in pipelines.
Also, many programs directly go to the prediction stage without
going to evaluation stage at all. Furthermore, notebooks are often
used for experimentation purposes so that many computations are
performed during development but eliminated when the notebooks
are shared [37]. For example, one developer might try a number
of classifiers and evaluate their accuracy. After finding the best
performing classifier, it can be the only one shared in the notebook.
Therefore, we experienced many missing stages in the pipeline
in-the-small. The complex DS tasks require several computations
which might not be used in producing the final prediction, but
definitely should be considered as part of the pipeline.

3.3 Pipeline Organization in the Small
RQ5:Howare the stages connectedwith each other in pipeline
in-the-small? To answer RQ5, we considered each occurrence of
the stages in a DS program and looked at its previous and next stage.
In Figure 9, we showed which stages are followed or preceded by
each stage. We found that data preparation can occur before or after
all other stages. Apart from that, data acquisition is followed by
data preparation most of the time, which in turn is followed by
modeling. Modeling is followed mostly by training, which in turn
is followed by prediction. Evaluation is mostly surrounded by pre-
diction and data preparation. From Figure 9, we can also find some
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most occurring feedback loop: evaluation to preparation, evaluation
to modeling and prediction to modeling.

Data preparation tasks (e.g., formatting, reshaping, sorting) are
not limited to just before the modeling stage, rather it is done on a
whenever-needed basis. For example, in the following code snippet
from a Kaggle competition [34], while creating model-layers, data
preprocessing API has been called in line 2.

1 x = Conv2D ( mid , ( 4 , 1 ) , a c t i v a t i o n = ' r e l u ' , padding= ' v a l i d ' ) ( x )
2 x = Reshape ( ( branch_model . ou tpu t_ shape [ 1 ] , mid , 1 ) ) ( x )
3 x = Conv2D ( 1 , ( 1 , mid ) , a c t i v a t i o n = ' l i n e a r ' , padding= ' v a l i d ' ) ( x )
4 x = F l a t t e n ( name= ' f l a t t e n ' ) ( x )
5 head_model = Model ( [ xa_inp , xb_ inp ] , x , name= ' head '

The modeling stage is always surrounded by other stages of the
pipeline. However, there is often a loop around modeling, training,
evaluation, and prediction. Modeling often repeats many times to
improve the model over multiple iterations. For example, in the
following Kaggle code snippet [35], the model is created and trained
multiple times to find the best one.

1 #Model ing
2 r andom_fo re s t = R andomFo r e s tC l a s s i f i e r ( n _ e s t ima t o r s =100 ,

r andom_s ta t e =50 , v e rbo s e =1 , n_ j ob s = −1)
3 # Tra in and p r e d i c t i o n
4 r andom_fo re s t . f i t ( t r a i n , t r a i n _ l a b e l s )
5 . . .
6 p o l y _ f e a t u r e s = s c a l e r . f i t _ t r a n s f o rm ( p o l y _ f e a t u r e s )
7 p o l y _ f e a t u r e s _ t e s t = s c a l e r . t r an s f o rm ( p o l y _ f e a t u r e s _ t e s t )
8 # Model ing
9 r andom_ fo r e s t _po ly = R andomFo r e s tC l a s s i f i e r ( n _ e s t ima t o r s =100 ,

r andom_s ta t e =50 , v e rbo s e =1 , n_ j ob s = −1)
10 # T r a i n i ng and p r e d i c t i o n
11 r andom_ fo r e s t _po ly . f i t ( p o l y _ f e a t u r e s , t r a i n _ l a b e l s )
12 pred = random_ fo r e s t _po ly . p r e d i c t _ p r o b a ( p o l y _ f e a t u r e s _ t e s t ) [ : , 1 ]

Finding 4: Pipeline stages are often tangled with each other.

All of the DS programs fail to maintain a good separation of
concerns [17] between stages. Strong abstraction boundaries help to
make the programmodular and easy-to-maintain [50]. In addition, a
good DS solution should not only compute a better prediction result,
but also facilitate software engineering activities (e.g., debugging,
testing, monitoring, etc.) [25]. However, we found that stages are
often tangled with other stages [12, 38, 53] across the pipeline. The
code for one stage is interspersed with the code for other stages.
For example, while building the deep learning network (modeling),
the developers often switch to different data preparation tasks, e.g.,
reshaping, resizing [29], which tangles data preparation concern
with the modeling concern. We observed some early attempts to
adopt modular design practices. For instance, this notebook [36]
separated code into different high-level stages, namely, preparation,

feature extraction, exploratory data analysis (EDA), topic model,
etc. These high-level pipelines can improve the abstract boundary,
which further improves the readability and maintainability of DS
programs [60]. But, more attention on modular design practices is
needed for DS pipeline.

Finding 5: Data preparation stage is occurring significant number
of times in between any two stages, which is causing pipeline jungles.

We found that new data sources are added, new features are iden-
tified, and new values are calculated incrementally in the pipeline
which evolves organically. This results in a large number of data
preprocessing tasks like sampling, joining, resizing along with ran-
dom file input-output. This is called pipeline jungles [65], which
causes technical debt for DS systems in the long run. Pipeline jun-
gles are hard to test and any small change in the pipeline will
take a lot of effort to integrate. The situation gets worse in case of
larger DS pipelines. The recommended way is to think about the
pipeline holistically and scrape the pipeline jungle by redesigning it,
which in turn takes further engineering effort [65]. We found that
the large DS projects, which are discussed in §4, isolate the data
preparation tasks into separate files and modules [11, 62, 71, 80],
which alleviates the pipeline jungles problem. So, DS pipeline in-
the–small needs further IDE (e.g., Jupyter notebook, etc.) support
and methodologies for code isolation and modularization.

3.4 Characteristics of Pipelines in-the-Small
RQ6:What are the patterns in pipeline in-the-small andhow
it compares to pipeline in theory? We have not found many
stages from Figure 3, e.g., feature engineering, interpretation, com-
munication, in pipeline in-the-small. One reason is the low-level
pipeline extracted from the API usages cannot capture some stages.
For example, even if a developer is conducting feature engineering,
the used APIs might be from the data preparation stage. Fortunately,
we found many Kaggle notebooks are organized by the pipeline
stages. We visited all the 105 Kaggle notebooks in our collection
and extracted these high-level pipelines manually. Unlike the low-
level pipelines (extracted using API usages), a high-level pipeline
consists of the stages abstracted by the developers and specified in
the notebooks.

The Kaggle notebooks follow literate programming paradigm [60,
74], which allows the developers to describe the code using rich text
and separate them into sections. We found that 34 out of 105 note-
books divided the code into stages. We collected those stages from
the Kaggle notebooks. Furthermore, we labeled these notebooks
into the 11 stages from DS pipeline in theory by two raters, and
extracted the stages that are not present in theory. The extracted
high-level pipelines and labels are available in the paper artifact [5].

We observed that no notebooks specify these stages: storage,
interpretation, communication, and deployment. These DS programs
are not production-scale projects. Therefore, they do not include the
post-processing stages in the pipeline. The most common stages are
modeling (79%), data preparation (62%), data acquisition (53%), and
feature engineering(35%), which is aligned with the finding of DS
pipeline in theory. In addition, we have these stages which are not
present in DS pipeline in theory: library loading, exploratory data
analysis (EDA), visualization. Among them EDA has been used most
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of the times, i.e., 43% of the pipelines. In these notebooks, EDA has
covered the most part of the pipeline. Before going to the modeling
and successive stages, a lot of effort is given on understanding the
data, compute feature importance, and visualize the patterns, since
these steps help to build effective model quickly in the later stages.

Furthermore, some notebooks present library loading as separate
stage. We observed that choosing appropriate library/framework
and setting up the environment is an important step while develop-
ing pipeline in-the-small. We also found that data visualization is
an recurring stage mentioned by the developers. Visualization can
be done before modeling, for EDA or feature engineering purpose
or after modeling, for evaluation and model improvement purpose.
Based on these observations we updated the representative pipeline
in-the-small in Figure 10. The high-level pipeline provides an over-
all representation of the system, which can be leveraged to design
software process. It would be beneficial for the developers to close
the gap between the low-level and the high-level pipeline by iden-
tifying the tangled stages.

4 DS PIPELINE IN-THE-LARGE
The DS solutions described in the previous section are specific to
a given dataset and a well-defined problem. However, there are
many DS projects which are large, not limited to a single source
file, and contains multiple modules. These solutions are intended
to solve more general problems which might not be specific to a
dataset. For example, the objective of the Face Classification project
in GitHub [6] is to detect face from images or videos and classify
them based on gender and emotion. This problem is not specific
to a particular dataset and the scope is broader compared to the
Kaggle solutions. We have collected such top-rated DS projects
from GitHub to analyze DS pipeline in-the-large.

projects for data
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Figure 11: Pipeline creation process for GitHub projects

4.1 Methodology
Biswas et al. published a dataset containing top rated DS projects
from GitHub [10]. From the list of projects in this dataset, we have
filtered mature DS projects having more than 1000 stars. Thus, we
have found 269 mature GitHub projects. However, there are many
projects in this list which are DS libraries, frameworks or utilities.
Since we want to analyze the pipeline of data science software, we
have removed those projects. Finally, we have also removed the
repositories which serve educational purposes. Thus, we have found
a list of 21 mature open-source DS projects. The list of projects, and
their purpose are shown in Table 1.

For each project, we have created two pipelines: high-level pipeline
and low-level pipeline. For creating the high-level pipeline, we have
manually checked the project architecture, module structure and
execution process. This gave us a good understanding of the source
file organization and linkage between modules. After identifying
the high-level pipeline and execution sequences of the source files,
we have used the same API based method used to analyze Kaggle
programs in the previous section, to create low-level pipeline of
these GitHub projects. The methodology of selecting and extracting
pipelines from the GitHub projects is shown in Figure 11.

For example, the project QANet [80] is intended to do machine
reading comprehension. Here, Python has been used as the primary
language, and shell script has been used for data downloading and
project setup. The high-level pipeline for QANet includes the stages:
data acquisition, data preparation,modeling, training, evaluation and
prediction. In the beginning, config.py file integrates the modules
(preparation, modeling, and training) and provides an interface
to configure a model by specifying dataset and other parameters.
Then, the file evaluate.py is executed to perform the evaluation
and prediction. For the low-level pipeline, for a specific file, we used
the API based analysis to generate the pipeline, which was used to
analyze pipeline in-the-small. For instance, in the project QANet,
although model.py serves modeling at a high level, it also does data
preparation, training, and evaluation, when APIs are considered.
In addition to the pipeline stages, we have also identified a few
other properties of each project: 1) number of contributors, 2) AST
count, 2) technology/language used, 3) entry points and 4) execution
sequence. We have leveraged the Boa infrastructure [18] to analyze
the different properties of the projects. These properties helped us
to categorize and analyze the pipeline in-the-large. The details of
the projects are available in the paper artifact [5].

The projects are from various domains: object detection, face
classification, automated driving, speech synthesis, number plate
recognition, predict time series sequence, etc. The number of devel-
opers in each project ranges between 1 and 40 with an average of
8. Among 21 projects, 16 of them are developed by teams and 5 of
them are developed by individuals. The primary language used to
develop these projects is Python.

4.2 Representative Pipeline in-the-Large
Compared to the Kaggle programs, we have found a significant
difference in the pipeline of large DS projects. Because of the larger
size of the projects, the pipeline architecture is different. All the
projects contain multiple source files for handling different tasks
(e.g., modeling, training) and about 50% of the projects organize the
source files into modules (e.g., utils, preprocessing, model, etc.).

RQ7:What is the representative DS pipeline in-the-large?
Each of the projects contains six stages described in Figure 7: ac-
quisition, preparation, modeling, training, evaluation, and prediction.
However, since the projects are not coupled to a specific dataset
and they solve a more general problem, the projects are not limited
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Table 1: GitHub projects for analyzing pipeline in-the-large.

Project Name Purpose # Files # AST LOC
Autopilot [3] Pilot a car using computer vision 36 11185 348
CNN-Text-Classification [11] Sentence classification 69 47797 11.4K
Darkflow [71] Real-time object detection and classification 1025 655670 8.6K
Deep ANPR [19] Automatic number plate recognition 64 70464 10.8K
Deep Text Corrector [48] Correct input errors in short text 47 50770 3.0K
Face Classification [6] Real-time face and emotion/gender detection 292 117901 35.3K
FaceNet [62] Face recognition 1352 1889529 18.2K
KittiSeg [69] Road segmentation 276 187143 4.8K
LSTM-Neural-Network [8] Predict time series steps and sequences 24 11434 1.2K
Mask R-CNN [2] Object detection and instance segmentation 256 1567786 15.6K
MobileNet SSD [54] Object detection network 28 21272 25.6K
MTCNN [14] Joint face detection and alignment 153 121138 219.7K
Object-Detector-App [16] Real-time object recognition 215 318534 47.9K
Password-Analysis [61] Analyze a large corpus of text passwords 148 67870 3.6K
Person Blocker [79] Block people in images 12 44517 977
QANet [80] Machine reading comprehension 83 107669 2K
Speech-to-Text-WaveNet Sentence level english speech recognition 32 18626 5.1K
Tacotron [49] Text-to-speech synthesis 114 58845 1.4K
Text-Detection-CTPN [59] Text detection 640 257083 18.4K
TF-Recomm [68] Recommendation systems 17 7789 535
XLNet [81] Language understanding 36 143172 11.5K

to one single pipeline. We have found that the pipeline of each
project is divided into two phases: 1) development phase and 2)
post-development phase, which is depicted in Figure 12.

In development phase, the main goal is to build a model that
solves the problem in general. A base dataset is used to build the
model that would be used for other future datasets. After completing
a modeling, training, evaluation loop, the final model is created and
saved as an artifact. After creating the model artifact, the projects
also create model interfaces, which lets the user modify and exploit
the model in the post-development phase. Finally, the model artifact
is saved as a source file or some model archiving formats. For ex-
ample, the project Person-Blocker [79] and Speech-to-Text-WaveNet
[40] saved the model in the source file (model.py) and lets the users
train the model in the next phase. On the other hand, the project
KittiSeg [69] and Autopilot [3] saved the built model artifact in
JSON format (.json) and checkpoint format (.ckpt) respectively.
We have observed that the evaluation and prediction is often not
the main goal in this phase. Rather, building an appropriate model
and making it available for further usage is the central activity in
the development phase.

In post-development phase, the users access the pre-built
model and use that for prediction. After acquiring data, a few pre-
processing steps are needed to feed the model. In all of the projects
under this study, we have found that the development phase is
similar. However, we have identified three different patterns in the
post-development phase which are shown in Figure 12. First, the
users can modify the model by setting its hyperparameters and use
that to make prediction on a new dataset. Second, the users can
use the model as-it-is and train the model on the new dataset to
make prediction. Third, the users can also download the pre-trained
model and directly leverage that for prediction. Finally, at the end
of this phase, the prediction result is obtained.

The post-development phase in the pipeline enabled software
reusability of the models. All of these projects have instructions in
their readme or documentation explaining the usage and customiza-
tion. For example, the project Deep ANPR [19] provides instructions
for obtaining large training data, retraining the models, and build
it for prediction. However, not all the projects enable reusability
in the development pipelines. Only a few of them provides access
to the modules by importing in new development scenario. For
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Figure 12: DS pipeline in-the-large. Development phase (top)
runs during model building and post-development phase
(bottom) runs for making prediction.

instance, Darkflow [71] let users access the darkflow.net.build
module and use it in new application development. To increase the
reusability of DS programs, it would be desired to consider similar
access to the development pipeline of these large projects.

4.3 Organization of DS Pipeline in-the-Large
RQ8: How are the stages connected in pipeline in-the-large?
The abstraction in DS projects is stricter than the DS programs
described in §3. The projects are built in a modular fashion, i.e.,
one source file for a broad task (e.g., train.py, model.py). How-
ever, inside one specific file, there are many other possible stages,
especially data preprocessing appears inside all the source files. In
addition, the module connectivity is not linear. All of the modules
use external libraries for performing different tasks. As a result,
there are a lot of interdependencies (both internal and external) in
the DS pipeline. One immediate difference of these pipelines with
traditional software is DS pipelines are heavily dependant on the
data. For example, the project Speech-to-Text-WaveNet [40] requires
a certain format of data. When we want to use that in a new situa-
tion, the data properties might be different. So, the usage pipelines
would have a few additional stages. In some cases, the original
pipeline is modified. Here, there are many sub-pipelines work to-
gether to build a large pipeline. However, we have not found any
framework or common methodology these software are using. The
different patterns of DS pipelines seek more advanced methodology
or framework to build DS pipeline and release for production.

4.4 Characteristics of Pipelines in-the-Large
RQ:What are the patterns found in the pipelines?The pipelines
found in this setting can be categorized into 1) loosely coupled and
2) tightly coupled based on their modularity in the pipeline. A high
number of contributors in the project resulted in a more modular
and loosly coupled pipeline. We found the Loosely coupled ones
are designed in a modular fashion so that one module (e.g., data
cleaning, modeling) is built in such a way that it can be used by
other modules as a library functionality. These modules accept the
parameters as inputs and executed in an as-needed basis in the
DS pipeline. Usually, there are multiple entry-points in a loosely
coupled pipeline and user has more flexibility using the software.
On the other hand, in a tightly coupled pipeline, the modules are
stricter and integrated with other modules tightly in the software.
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There is only one or two entry-points to the pipeline, which auto-
matically calls the modules sequentially. We have found that the
projects with 6 or more contributors (∼75%) have followed a loosely
coupled architecture and projects with 1 to 5 contributors have
followed tightly coupled architecture.

Finding 6: There is no common tool for pipeline integration and
deployment.

Although all the project under this study are written using
Python, there is no common tool that integrates the DS modules
and provides interface to the pipeline. Today, continuous integra-
tion and deployment (CI/CD) tools are used as a common practice
in traditional software lifecycle to automate compilation, building,
and testing [26]. We have found some CI/CD tools that integrate ML
pipelines in our subject studies from pipeline in-theory [27, 43, 45].
However, we found no projects in pipeline in-the-large are using
any CI/CD tools. In most cases, the environment setup and access
to functionalities are done manually with command lines [3, 59].
Some projects have used docker container [6, 40, 62, 79] to set up the
environment and run the pipeline. A few others have used Python
notebooks to call different modules to integrate the pipeline stages
[2, 16, 48]. 7 out of 21 projects used shell script for integration (e.g.,
sending HTTP request to download data, model reuse, etc.) [54, 80].
Further research is needed to investigate the challenges of using
CI/CD in data science projects.

5 THREAT TO VALIDITY
For building the pipelines from the DS programs, we relied on the
APIs. One threat might be, what happens if the developer does
not use any API for completing a stage in the program. We have
examined this possibility and found that DS programs are heavily
dependent on libraries and external APIs and ML tasks are always
performed using library APIs. Additionally, we have validated the
API-to-stage dictionary with the API documentation and manual
verification.

Another possible threat is that the Kaggle solutions might not
be representative. We have taken a two-fold strategy to mitigate
that threat. First, we have selected the solutions with the most
number of votes and at least 10 votes. Second, we have manually
verified each program whether it is an end-to-end DS solution.
Since some most voted solutions are only for introduction and
exploratory analysis of the dataset, by manual verification, we have
excluded those programs. The GitHub projects are also taken from
a previously published dataset containing DS repositories. We have
further filtered them based on the number of stars and whether
they perform a DS task.

Moreover, since the chosenDS programs fromKaggle andGitHub
are using Python as the primary language, another question might
be on the generalization of them as DS programs. According to
GitHub and Stack Overflow, Python has become the most growing
language in recent times [28, 57]. In data science, Python is the
most used language because of the availability of numerous ML, DL
and data analysis packages such as Pandas, NumPy, TensorFlow,
Keras, Caffe, Theano, Scikit-Learn and many more.

6 RELATEDWORK
Many studies presented ML pipeline in their own context, which
can not be generalized for all DS systems. Garcia et al. [22] focused
on building an iterative process with three main phases: develop-
ment, training and inference. They described the interpretation
of data and code while integrating the whole lifecycle. Polyzotis
et al. [51] presented the challenges of data management in each
stage of a production ML pipeline and encouraged further research
in the area. In another paper, Polyzotis et al. [52] presented chal-
lenges of building large ML platform in Google (e.g., TensorFlow)
around three broad themes: data understanding, data validation
and cleaning, and data preparation. They also provided an overview
of and end-to-end large-scale ML pipeline with a data point of view.
Carlton E. Sapp defined ML concepts, its business challenges, stages
of the ML lifecycle, data science team and their roles, and compre-
hensive end-to-end ML architecture [63]. This gives us a holistic
understanding of the business processes (e.g., acquire, organize,
analyze, deliver) of a data science project.

A few other studies try to capture the DS process by survey-
ing and interviewing developers. Roh et al. [58] surveyed the data
collection techniques in the field of big data. They presented the
workflow of data collection answering how to improve data or
models in an ML system. Another study [4] identified the software
engineering practices and challenges in building AI applications
and DS tools inside Microsoft development teams. They found some
key differences in software process in AI compared to other do-
mains. They have considered a 9-stage workflow for DS software
development. Hill et al. [25] interviewed experienced AI develop-
ers and identified problems they face in each stage. They tried to
compare the traditional software process and the AI process. Zhou
presented her own view to build a better ML pipeline [82]. They
presented three challenges in building ML pipelines: data quality,
reliability and accessibility. Some articles described ML applications
and frameworks which present DS pipelines from the industry. For
example, Databricks [27] provides a set of high-level APIs for pro-
gramming languages. Team Data Science Process (TDSP) is an agile
and iterative process to build intelligent applications inside Mi-
crosoft corporation [66]. In a US patent [70], the authors compared
two data analytic pipelines. They presented the difference in the
set of parameters in terms of time and cost of those two lifecy-
cles. CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
[78] is a 6-stage comprehensive process model for data mining
projects across any industry. Google Cloud Blog [24] described an
ML workflow, which is provided by an AI platform. They explained
tasks completed in each stage with respect to Google Cloud and
TensorFlow[1].

Although there are many papers in the literature presenting DS
pipeline, there is no comprehensive study that tries to understand
and compare data science pipelines in theory and practice.

7 CONCLUSION
Many software systems today are incorporating a data science
pipeline as their integral part. In this work, we argued that to facili-
tate research and practice on data science pipelines, it is essential to
understand their nature. To that end, we presented a three-pronged
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comprehensive study of data science pipelines in theory, data sci-
ence pipelines in-the-small, and data science pipelines in-the-large.
Our study analyzed three datasets: a collection of 71 proposals for
data science pipelines and related concepts in theory, a collection
of 105 implementations of data science pipelines from Kaggle com-
petitions to understand data science in-the-small, and a collection
of 21 mature data science projects from GitHub to understand data
science in-the-large. We have found that DS pipelines differ signifi-
cantly between these settings. Specifically, a number of stages are
absent in-the-small, and the DS pipelines have a more linear struc-
ture. The DS pipelines in-the-large have a more complex structure
and feedback loops compared to the theoretical representations. We
also contribute three representations of DS pipelines that capture
the essence of our subjects in theory, in-the-small, and in-the-large.
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